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J.D.
My granddad scored them in World War II. They contain a powerful tranquilizer. The Nazis
used them to fake their own suicides when the Russians invaded Berlin. We’ll knock out Ram
and Kurt long enough to make it look like a suicide pact. Complete with a forged suicide note.

J.D.
My father said it was an accident, but she knew what she was doing. I was nine. My father got
hired to blow up this condemned library in Texas. Norwegian in the boiler room, the usual. But
this day, my mom drives out to the demolition site, me in the back seat, reading a comic book.
She gets out of the car and walks into the building two minutes before Dad blew it up. She
waved at me out the window, and then………….(With a graceful hand gesture) Kaboooooom,
She left me.

HEATHER CHANDLER
Veronica, I need a forgery in Ram Sweeney’s handwriting. You’ll need something to write on.
Heather, bend over. “Hi, Beautiful - I’ve been watching you…and I hope you can come to my
homecoming party this weekend. I miss you…Ram” Put an “XO” after the signature

HEATHER MCNAMARA
The guy I used to date killed himself because he was gay for his linebacker. And my best friend
seemed to have it all together, but now she’s gone too. Now my stomach’s hurting worse and
worse, and every morning on the bus I feel my heart beating louder and faster, and I’m like,
“Jesus, I’m on the frickin’ bus again ‘cause all my rides to school are dead.”

KURT’S DAD
I don’t really know what I’m supposed to say up here. I’m ashamed, certainly. My family has
turned our town into a laughingstock. My boy Kurt wasn’t who I thought he was. When I think
about the sick, disgusting things Kurt and Ram were doing….

MS. FLEMING
As anyone who saw The Breakfast Club can tell you, all teenagers are essentially the same.
Heather was not alone in feeling alone. She wanted to love everything and everyone, but
something stopped her. We have to identify the other ticking time bombs out there. Identify and
heal them. I gave Heather a C-minus last weekend now I lie awake at night wondering…..



MS. FLEMING
My senior thesis at Berkeley was on the subject of pediatric pyschotherapeutic musicology. So I
speak with some authority when I tell you that the way to eliminate suicide is by first
eliminating fear. By creating a safe zone in which we are all equal!

RAM’S DAD
Okay, Ram. Have fun tonight, but I expect you to act your age. The Henderson’s have the phone
number for the cabin. If they call to complain, I’m gonna drive back here and knock the sand out
of your diaper

VERONICA SAWYER
Yeah, the Heathers put me up to it. The whole school was in on the joke. And nobody laughed
harder than Ram. He didn’t love you. He was a dick, he’s dead, move on!..... Shit! I had to hurt
her. You see that, right? If J.D. ever caught her snooping around his stuff, he’d……


